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Getting around
state law
Stations regularly
submit exemption
forms – an average
of 24,000 annually

E

By Betsy Thatcher

very day, gas stations across Wisconsin file
dozens of forms with the state reporting
that day’s pump prices when they want
to sell fuel below the minimum markup
mandated by state law.
And on most of those days, nobody
at the state agency that tracks the
forms even looks at them.
Unless, of course, a gas station
owner complains that a competitor is breaking the law by selling
below the minimum markup.
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A provision in the law, however, has some gas station owners
saying it’s a bookkeeping headache and one that seems to
defeat the purpose of the law.
Stations can price their gas below the markup if they file
a Notice of Meeting Competition form with the Wisconsin
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection,
attesting that they are doing so to match a competitor’s price.
In 2014, there were 24,710 meeting-competition files — many
containing multiple forms — submitted to the state.

“It makes no sense,” station owner Riaz Mian says of the exemption. In effect, he sometimes has to sell fuel below the cost
he paid to his wholesaler and he loses money, he says.
Mian, who owns two stations in Greenfield and Wauwatosa
and has been in business since 1985, says that often his competitors are “not meeting the law” by selling below markup,
but he is forced to drop his price to compete.
He is diligent about faxing the notices to the state because if
he did not, he could find himself in violation of the law. “If you
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follow your competition, then it’s fine” to sell below markup,
Mian says. “I send the letter to the state. I’m just covering
myself.”
Exemption misunderstood
Matthew Hauser, president and CEO of the Wisconsin
Petroleum Marketers & Convenience Store Association, which
favors the law, says the ability to match a competitor’s price is
often misunderstood or ignored by critics of the law.
“It’s the main reason why those claiming there will be consumer savings on gasoline purchases if the law was repealed
are bogus,” he says. “Wisconsin’s retail gas prices generally
track the national average even with our higher gas tax.”
“It’s not all that uncommon that the meeting-competition
exception, rather than the strict application of the markup,
factors more heavily into the prices retailers charge on the
street,” Hauser says.

“

It makes no sense...If you
follow your competition, then
it's fine to sell below markup.
— Riaz Mian, gas station owner

”

Mian says he is supposedly protected by the Unfair Sales Act
as a small business trying to compete with big retailers, yet he
is forced to lower his prices to keep up with those competitors
who are using the provision in the law that allows them to sell
below cost.
In other words, the competitors he is following are following
their competitors and so on down the line.
A domino effect
There is a domino effect that starts at the Illinois border, says
Kuldip Ahuja, another Milwaukee-area gas station owner.
Motor vehicle fuel in Wisconsin is supposed to be marked up
at 9.18% above the “average posted terminal price,” according
to the law. Yet, it appears many gas stations are relying on the
competition exemption to set their prices.
The law does not dictate how near or far a “direct competitor” must be or even whether a competitor has to be located
in Wisconsin. In fact, a 2006 appeals court ruling upheld
the state’s consistent practice of allowing gas stations near
state borders to use retailers across the state line to set their

prices. That includes Illinois, which does not have a minimum
markup law.
A station owner in Kenosha, for instance, will use the price of
an Illinois station to set his price on any given day, even if it is
below Wisconsin’s minimum markup, Ahuja says. That owner
can do that because he uses the competition exemption.
The domino effect results from there, and the price spreads
among stations in Wisconsin, Ahuja says.
“We match the competition,” says Ahuja, who owns three
stations and has been in the business for 33 years. “Sometimes
it’s pretty hard to monitor this.”
The value of the exemption
DATCP officials say that because of the competition exemption, the market determines prices. “If several retailers are
meeting competition in a given market area … it means that
the market is dictating the price, not the statute,” says DATCP
spokesman Bill Cosh.
The minimum markup law does not require retailers to
adjust their prices to meet the statutory minimum every day,
Cosh says. “Because retailers purchase fuel at different times
and at different prices, there are often several retailers in a
given market that don’t raise their price immediately when the
wholesale price goes up,” he says.
Gas station owners survey their competitors daily and are
able to claim the competition exemption as long as there is
at least one other seller at a price below the legal markup, he
says.
“Very frequently this is the case,” Cosh says, “and a majority of
our complaints are closed as a result.”
When a retailer believes a competitor is violating the law, he
or she can file a complaint with DATCP. That is when agency
officials review Notice of Meeting Competition forms that
pertain to the complaint.
During 2014, the agency received 2,361 complaints over
motor vehicle fuel sales. Of those, 1,459 were closed as a result
of meeting competition. As of Nov. 30, 2015, the agency had
received 585 complaints. Of those, 212 were similarly closed.
Further, the department identified 298 “likely violations” in
2014 and 88 as of November 2015.
“Most of these cases involved enforcement action in the form
of an informational letter or warning letter,” Cosh says.
Betsy Thatcher is a freelance writer in West Bend and a former Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel reporter.
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